Evaluating Nonintegrating Lentiviruses as Safe Vectors for Noninvasive Reporter-Based Molecular Imaging of Multipotent Mesenchymal Stem Cells.
Reporter gene-based molecular imaging can provide invaluable information on the fate of cellular therapies postimplantation. Integrating lentiviral vectors (ILVs) are commonly used for stably engineering cells; however, their potential for insertional mutagenesis poses a significant safety concern and barrier to widespread clinical adoption. In cells that slowly divide or are postmitotic in vivo, such as mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), nonintegrating lentiviral vectors (NILVs) may be a safer alternative option because NILVs remain episomal and can provide prolonged expression profiles. Here, NILVs coexpressing fluorescence and bioluminescence imaging (BLI) reporters were engineered and used to longitudinally image the viability of human MSCs in vitro and in vivo in mice. In vitro, ILV-transduced cancer cells and MSCs maintained steady reporter gene expression over time, whereas NILV-transduced cells progressively lost signal. NILV reporter loss was accelerated in highly proliferative cancer cells compared with less proliferative MSCs. In vivo, ILV- and NILV-transduced MSCs were each detectable with BLI postintramuscular implantation, with significantly higher ILV-based signal compared with NILV-based signal. BLI signal was observed to similarly diminish over time for both cell populations, which was attributed to cell death. Despite the reduced signal intensity with NILVs and the minimal number of cells injected (40,000), live NILV-transduced MSCs were reliably visualized for up to 2 weeks. Safety is a concern for future clinical reporter gene applications. We present NILVs as a safe means of imaging reporter gene expression for slowly dividing or nondividing cells and showed effective tracking of the viability of a small number of live transplanted MSCs over time with optical imaging. Future work will evaluate improvements to episomal NILV reporter expression, explore sensitive clinically relevant reporters, and apply this approach to clinically relevant MSC applications in preclinical models. NILVs may have broad clinical applications for expression of imaging reporters and other gene products in MSC-based therapies.